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eBay Application DevelopmentApress, 2004

	You HOLD IN YOUR HANDS one of the first books devoted solely to creating software

	applications that incorporate the eBay Marketplace. By applying the information

	in this book, you're joining a community of thousands of software developers who

	are taking the promise of distributed Web services and putting them into action to...
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What's Mine Is Yours: The Rise of Collaborative Consumption. Rachel Botsman, Roo RogersCollins, 2011

	In the 20th century humanity consumed products faster than ever, but this way of living is no longer sustainable. This new and important book shows how technological advances are driving forms of 'collaborative consumption' which will change forever the ways in which we interact both with businesses and with each other. The average...
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Easy Computer Basics, Windows 7 EditionQue, 2009

	See it done. Do it yourself. It’s that Easy! Easy Computer Basics, Windows 7 Edition  teaches you the fundamentals to help you get the most from your computer hardware and software. Fully illustrated steps with simple instructions guide you through each task, building the skills you need to perform the most common computer tasks....
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The Self-Taught Programmer: The Definitive Guide to Programming ProfessionallyIndependent Publishers Group, 2017

	I am a self-taught programmer. After a year of self-study, I learned to program well enough to land a job as a software engineer II at eBay. Once I got there, I realized I was severely under-prepared. I was overwhelmed by the amount of things I needed to know but hadn't learned yet. My journey learning to program, and my experience at my...
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Mafiaboy: How I Cracked the Internet and Why It's Still BrokenViking Adult, 2008

	I think it's fair to say that personal computers have become the most empowering tool we've ever created. They're tools of communication, they're tools of creativity, and they can be shaped by their user.


	"HOT ON THE TRAIL OF 'MAFIABOY" read a headline on technology news site Wired.com on February 15,...
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How to Do Everything with Your eBay BusinessMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Just a few years ago, it seemed like everyone (including yours truly) was describing
theWeb as the newWild,Wild,West for businesspeople—a place where they could
strike out on their own, stake a claim, open up their own storefront, and start to do
business for the first time. Well, the bloom is off the rose, as far as e-commerce...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to PC Basics, Windows 7 EditionAlpha, 2011

	A funny thing happened on the way to the twenty-first century. Computers became more human. By “human,” I don’t mean “humanoid.” I only mean that the computer has evolved from being a stodgy office tool to a revolutionary home appliance and entertainment system, a device designed to help us manage and enjoy our...
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The Truth About HTML5 (For Web Designers)CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	This is the book for web designers, web developers, and front-end coders who want to get up to speed with HTML5 in 2012. This is the book that isn’t afraid to point out what everyone gets wrong about HTML5’s new markup, so you don’t make the same mistakes. This is the book that will show you what rocks in HTML5 today and...
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eBay Global the Smart Way: Buying and Selling Internationally on the World's #1 Auction SiteAMACOM, 2004
What an exciting opportunity to expand your sales! Simply sell in other countries. Your potential market is bigger, and consequently profits can be greater. And American goods are very popular abroad. But before we get carried away with this idea, let’s take a look at a major barrier, language. What is its significance? No one can argue that...
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How to Do Everything with Microsoft Office LiveMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Get your e-business started with ease and quickly boost sales and productivity with help from this hands-on guide. How to Do Everything with Microsoft Office Live explains how to harness this all-in-one service to create and maintain a dynamic online presence for your business. Learn how to set up a commerce-driven website and take...
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Microsoft Windows XP Power OptimizationSybex, 2005
Want a Faster and More Powerful PC? It's There on Your     Desk.
     
     Eventually, it will be time to buy a new PC or put money into     an upgrade, but Microsoft Windows XP Power Optimization shows you how to     get the most out of your current equipment right now, simply by tuning your     Windows setup....
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eBay Business All-in-OneFor Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2009
Want to become an eBay entrepreneur? Nobody knows more about starting an eBay business than Marsha Collier, and she’s put it all in 1-2-3 order for you in eBay Business All-in-One For Dummies, 2nd Edition.
    This all-in-one guide includes nine handy minibooks that cover:      

	eBay Basics      

...
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